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Please complete this form and e-mail it (along with attachments, e.g. image of poster, full published article, etc.) to the LAUC-SD R&PD Chair.

This report is for: Presentation

Name of researcher(s) or presenter(s): Dominique Turnbow and Amanda Roth

Project Title: Future Reimagined: Shaping Teaching Through Design

Project Index Number: LIBLAU2

Presentation date (if applicable): Friday, May 6

Presentation conference name and location (if applicable): LOEX Annual Conference, Pittsburgh, PA

Publication citation (if applicable): Presentation available online at: http://www.loexconference.org/sessions.html

How were the funds expended for this research/presentation/poster? The LAUC-SD R&PD funds paid for the travel expenses in order for me to travel to present this work.

If desired, please include additional information about your research, presentation or poster below. Our presentation was extremely well received by the audience. It was innovative in that we presented on how we “do” instructional design here at UCSD. As a result of this presentation, UCSD is looked at as a model for how academic libraries can incorporate instructional design librarians into their instruction programs. After the presentation, I was interviewed for an article in the LOEX Quarterly to discuss my instructional design philosophy more in depth. This article will be published in Fall 2016. Thank you to R&PD for your continued support in my attending these very relevant and useful conferences!